The projective modulus of a (commutative) ring is defined and a class of quotient rings is given for which the projective moduli are arbitrarily smaller than the dimension of the maximal spectra. Families of prime ideals of Towber and maximal type are introduced herein.
A-module with basis of the form 1, 6, • • • , 0d~l for some d>\. Let \P \ be a family of unramified prime ideals of A such that, for every a, there is a unique prime ideal P' of A' lying over P . If S = A -U P and S' = A' -\J P' then proj mod (S') -XA ' < (l/a')dim max(s') " lA'.
The prime spectrum of a ring is usually easier to treat than its maximal spectrum; it is the dimension of the latter however that is a sharper invariant. One would thus like, in the above proposition, to replace the condition on the prime 1. In this section I will prove the first of the propositions mentioned in the Introduction.
The following result will be used: Lemma 1.2. Le7 A be a domain and let A be a commutative A-algebra which is a free A-module of finite rank. Let \P \ be a family of prime ideals of A such that, for every a,, there exists a unique prime ideal P of A' lying over P ; set S = A-\JPa, S' =A' -UP;. Then {S')'^' =5"^'.
Proof. Since S C S', it is equivalent to show that the image of an element s' £ S' along the canonical injection A'-► S~ A' is a unit. (i) Every maximal ideal of S~ 1A, where S = A -\J P , is of the form S~ P for some a.
(ii) A?zy ideal of A maximal among those not intersecting S = A -U P is some P . Proof. Easy from the definitions.
A family of prime ideals satisfying the above equivalent conditions will be herein designated a family of maximal type.
Proposition 3-2. Let A be a ring and let \P \ be a family of maximal type.
Set S = A -UP . Then one has a (i) The family \S~ PA is a family of maximal type of the ring S~ lA.
(ii) // moreover there is no inclusion relation amone the P 's then S~ P° a a is a maximal ideal of S~ A for every a; in particular, max S"1 -\Pa\.
Proof, (i) Let T^S'^-\JS~ 1Pa and let T~lQ be a maximal ideal of T~1(S~1A), with 0 e specS_1A. Then Q is maximal among the ideals of S-1A contained in KJS~ P . On the other hand, any maximal ideal of S~ A is of the form S~ P fot some a by assumption. Therefore 0 = S~ Pa fot some a, hence, for this a, T~lQ = T-1 (S_1P ).
(ii) Given 5-1Pa, let M emax5_1A contain 5-1Pa; by hypothesis, M = 5~ Pi for some a'. Therefore P CP ', hence P"=Pni by assumption. At the outset, P C Pafor some a. Therefore P = P tot this a since P is maximal among the ideals inside \^JP . 
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It is a well-known fact that finite families of prime ideals in an arbitrary ring are of maximal type; this is because an ideal is not contained in a finite union of prime ideals unless it is contained in at least one of these prime ideals.
An argument reminiscent of the one used to prove this result yields the following.
Proposition 3.7. Le7 A be a ring and let \P ., 1 < i < t] be prime ideals of A with no inclusion relation among themselves. Then \P ., 1 < i < íj is a family of Towber type.
Proof. Let /, g £ U'=i ^•-One may clearly assume that g £ P. for at least one i (otherwise the Towber condition is emptily verified). Let g £ P .,--•, P , g i P +. , • • • , P (s < t) and distinguish two cases: Proof. By Lemma 1.2, it suffices to consider the rings S-1A and S~ A'.
Since iPai is of maximal type, a maximal ideal of S_1A is of the form S~ P .
Let P'a be the unique prime ideal of A' lying over P ; then, clearly, S~lP' lies over S~1Pa. If, moreover, P' € spec A' is such that S~lP' lies over 5-1P then 5_lpa=(P'n A)S~1A =S-1(P'n A); therefore P' = P'a . On the other hand, S~ A is integral over its subring S~ A. The conclusion is now derived from the easy Lemma 3.11. Le7 R C P' be commutative rings with R' integral over P. // for every maximal ideal of R there is one single maximal ideal of R lying over it, then the maximal spectra of R and R are homeomorphic.
Proof. The homeomorphism is in fact canonical; by integrality, the continuous mapping / : spec R -» spec R defined by P i-► POP induces a continuous mapping / : max R -► max R which is a bijection by assumption. On the other hand, / is a closed mapping since R'//' is integral over R/l'C\ R for every ideal / of R . Therefore / is closed as well.
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